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“If the first two decades of the 21st century 
have taught us anything, it’s that uncertainty is 
chronic; instability is permanent; disruption is 

common; and we can neither predict nor 

govern events. There will be no ‘new normal’; 
there will only be a continuous series of ‘not 

normal’ episodes, defying prediction and 
unforeseen by most of us until they happen.”

- Jim Collins, Entrepreneur 2.0
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INTRAPRENEUR, N.
An employee who harnesses the 
assets of their organization to 
solve real world problems that 
need solving.*

An entrepreneur on the inside.
* See Sustainable Development Goals, 

i.e. The World’s To-Do List. 

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/


An Intrapreneur 

works FROM

rather than FOR an 

organiZation
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The 5 C’s of Intrapreneurship*

CARE

What motivates me? 

What am I willing to stand up for?

CURIOSITY

What is really going on here? 

Why? Why? Why?

CREATIVITY

What if? How might we?

COURAGE

What’s the bigger risk in not doing it?

COLLABORATION

Who can help me to bring this idea to life?

* Note: with a healthy dose of GRIT



Intrapre-WHA?!







INVITE PEOPLE TO 

CO-AUTHOR the NEW 

STORY



Gary Hamel,
Leading Expert on Innovation 





https://decathlonvision.com/

https://decathlonvision.com/


https://orsted.co.uk/about-us/our-company/our-green-energy-transformation

https://orsted.co.uk/about-us/our-company/our-green-energy-transformation


Cultivate 

impact networks



Source: Cohere





Focus on 

organizational 

pressure points





Mandate / Scope

Leadership / 

Culture

System Resources

Organizational 

Structure / Interfaces
Process & Tools

Skills & Talent

Metrics / Rewards

Governance / 

Decision making

Source: O’Connor, Leifer, Paulson & Peters as referenced in 
Beyond the Champion: Institutionalizing Innovation through 

People, Colarelli O'Connor, Corbett, Peters

Management system components



• Open Doors (Culture of we)

• Celebrate Failure 

• Metrics / KPIs

• Career Paths for Intrapreneurs

Acupressure points



• Intrapreneurs are key actors in the race to a just, equitable and regenerative 

future. 

• They bring the best of humanity to work and invite to show up as the highest 

versions of ourselves.

• They are not yet living up to their full potential and require more enabling 

environments. Ones that:

• Invite People to Co-Author the New Story

• Cultivate Impact Networks

• Invest in Holistic Systems (Acupressure Points) to Unlock Intrapreneurship 

and Innovation 

Summary



Thanks for listening.

What are you learning, 

sensing?


